
VICINITY MAP 

Station Name:  “BS32-SM-01” 

Monument Location: The monument is located in Delacroix, Louisiana, found within the LA HWY 
300 right-of-way, near the cul-de-sac where the highway terminates in St. Bernard Parish, 
Louisiana. 

Monument Description: The monument is a sleeved stainless steel deep rod driven to refusal at 72 
feet, set in a sand filled 6” PVC pipe with an aluminum access cover, set in concrete, 
approximately flush with the ground. 

Date: March 16, 2020 

Monument Recovered By: 
Chustz Surveying, LLC 

NAD 83 Geodetic Position* 
Lat.  29°45’29.24794” N 
Long. 89°47’02.06586” W 

Grid Position (LSZ 1702 ft) * 
N:  460,856.72 
E:  3,772,450.51 

Elevation (ft) * 
NAVD 88 2006.81 (Geoid 12B) 
Elev. =  2.69 

* The information referenced above was provided by CPRA.
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Introduction 
The Coastal Wetlands Planning Protection and Restoration Act (CWPPRA) requires an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of each coastal wetlands restoration project in achieving long-term solutions to arresting coastal 
wetland loss. This requirement has resulted in the development of a monitoring program designed to 
quantitatively assess the effectiveness of each coastal restoration project, thus ensuring the best use of state 
and federal funds for the restoration and conservation of these wetlands. Monitoring data are crucial to defining 
ecological conditions and changes resulting from individual restoration activities, and helping to quantify 
changes that may occur on an ecosystem level.  
 
The Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority (CPRA), requires surveying services for the Coastwide 
Reference Monitoring System (CRMS) – Wetlands project. Sites associated with the CRMS project were 
constructed and surveyed as part of a contractual obligation; however, some sites did not have a primary or 
secondary monument associated with the department’s Louisiana Coastal Zone (LCZ) GPS Network. 
Consequently, CRMS sites are currently collecting various types of data to a relative vertical mark and not the 
elevation datum North American Vertical Datum (NAVD88) of 1988 as required by CPRA.  
 
The relative vertical mark, at sites where the marsh is considered attached and do not move vertically, is the top 
of a rod used to precisely measure the surface of the marsh which utilizes a 9/16” rod driven to refusal and 
cemented at the surface with a permanently affixed collar to ensure the rod surface elevation table (RSET) is 
positioned the same during each sampling period.  
 
The purpose of this survey is to survey all necessary marks at CRMS sites to CPRA’s LCZ GPS Network 
utilizing the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) with the latest Geoid Model (Geoid12A). 
 
Preplanning of Survey 
Locations for the all CRMS monitoring sites as provided by CPRA were plotted in Google earth along with 
existing GPS reference control monuments and all accessible boat marinas for scheduling site surveys and 
logistics. The RTK survey was planned so that monitoring sites could be surveyed from a centrally located 
control monument, keeping the distance between sites and monuments to under 3 to 4 miles. In areas where 
GPS monuments were scarce or nonexistent, temporary benchmark monuments were plotted at strategic 
locations on the map that would be scheduled for installation upon arrival to a monitoring site.  
 
Request for Right of Entry and Notification of Survey Schedule 
Prior to commencement of the survey of each CRMS Site, landowners were notified either by phone or email. 
Each landowner that was contacted by email was provided with a map showing the location of the CRMS 
monitoring site and a scheduled date for when the survey would be performed. Upon receiving permission and 
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Figure 1 

 

considerations for limited access to the sites defined, survey crews were mobilized to perform the specific tasks 
for each site.  
 
Static GPS Survey and Site Visit in Conjunction with Commencement of Survey 
Static GPS observations were performed concurrently with RTK surveys. At the conclusion of each survey day, 
the raw static GPS data was sent back to the office via email to be post-processed by a survey analyst for 
determination of the horizontal position and elevation of the reference mark. A two-meter fixed height tripod was 
used to eliminate human error that could have been introduced by miss-measurement of the GPS antenna 
heights.  
 
During each GPS session, a raw data file was created on the GPS receiver. The monument name, Julian date, 
session number and antenna height was input into the receiver. The survey technician completed a GPS log 
sheet, while in the field, to document information about the survey as well as other pertinent monument details. 
Information on the log sheets included the monument stamping, reference sketch and reference measurements, 
actual survey start and stop times, the GPS antenna height measurements, weather conditions, satellite 
information as well as any problems that may be encountered during the survey. The log sheets also serve as a 
quality control check for the data processor when the data is downloaded from the GPS receiver, confirming that 
the monument names and antennas heights were input correctly.   
 
RTK Survey, Leveling at CRMS Monitoring Sites 
With the RTK base station installed at the reference monument and initialized with its geodetic positions, the 
survey crews navigated to each predetermined monitoring site using coordinates provided by CPRA. Arriving at 
each location, an initial measurement was made on the RSET using a 5/8 inch I.D. fixed height section of pipe 
with a GPS receiver (RTK rover) attached. The standard procedure was to slip the pipe onto the RSET resting 
the bottom of the pipe on the top of the RSET Collar #1 position and perform a 3-minute observation. (See 
Figure 1) (Note: The top of RSET Collar #1 position will be used as the primary elevation at all CRMS sites 
unless the RSET is located in a wooded area). Once the RSET measurement was completed, the crew 
performed a taped measurement from the RSET Collar to the top of the RSET and recorded the distance in the 
field notebook. 
 
RTK measurements were then performed at the top of the Continuous Recorder Gage post, top of Staff Gage 
post and the water surface at the gages. The water level at the Staff Gage was read and recorded in the field 
notes along with the time read. (See Figure 2) 
 
Taped measurements were then taken and recorded at each gage, 
measuring from the top of post to the gage TBM’s (existing nails or screws 
installed in the side of the posts). A taped measurement was also made 
from the top of the Staff Gage Post to the 3 foot mark of the existing Staff 
Gage plate and recorded in the field notebook.  
 
Differential leveling was performed to determine delta height differences 
from the RSET Collar #1 position, Gage and Marsh Well TBMs, and water 
surface. Using the RSET Collar #1 position as the CRMS site primary 
benchmark, the elevation was carried to the top of the gage and Marsh 
Well posts, existing TBM nails/screws in posts, and the water surface. The 
level setup was broken and the elevation was carried back to the RSET 
Collar to close the level loop. Error of closure was recorded in the field 
notebook for quality assurance. 
 
If the monitoring site was located in a wooded area, the survey crew used 
RTK to establish a TBM in an open area with an elevation to be used for 
differential leveling to the monitoring sites. 
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Figure 2 

 

Photographs were acquired at the time of survey using a GPS enabled camera to document the existing 
monitoring sites. The photos that were captured at each site were identified in the field notes. Each photograph 
was encoded with a time stamp, the latitude and longitude of where the photo was taken.  
 
A total of 137 CRMS monitoring sites were surveyed beginning on March 25, 2014 with surveys continuing 
through June 27, 2014 requiring a total of six mobilizations. In addition, a total of 68 Secondary CPRA and NGS 
Benchmarks were used in support of CRMS and updated with the latest elevations and positions. 
 
As a quality assurance/quality control check, GPS network sessions which were common to another CPRA 
contractor performing CRMS Surveys were coordinated so that the GPS network would be tied together. Static 
GPS files were shared on the western limit of JCLS’s GPS Network with T. Baker Smith so that an independent 
adjustment could be performed on common benchmarks. Likewise, Static GPS files for observations performed 
by T. Baker Smith were submitted to JCLS. Adjustment comparison results for the common network 
benchmarks are tabulated and made a part of this report.  

 
GPS Data Downloading, Processing & Adjustments 
Upon completing the static GPS survey, GPS log sheets were 
checked and compared to the data files on the receivers.  The raw 
GPS data was then downloaded into the project file created in Trimble 
Business Center (TBC) software. The IGS Precise Ephemeris was 
also downloaded from the NOAA/NGS Internet website for each day 
that GPS data was collected.  All CORS1 stations which were located 
nearest to or within the project area were also downloaded from the 
Center for Geoinfomatics (C4G) website and processed with the static 
GPS data.  
After processing each day of data one at a time, a report was then 
generated in the TBC program and reviewed to determine satellite 
cycle slips so as to avoid baseline float solutions in the processed 
data. Each daily session was then re-processed independently using 
Precise Ephemeris and eliminating satellites determined to be 
unusable or too noisy.   

Upon completing the processing phase, the data was loaded into the 
adjustment program and adjusted. All necessary adjustments were 
performed using the TBC Network Adjustment software. 

The initial adjustment for the GPS network was minimally constrained 
to the published adjusted NAD83 (2011) Epoch 2010.00 and the 
published ellipsoid height at the antenna reference point (ARP) for 

CORS Station “ENG5”. A re-adjustment was performed and all outliners removed from the adjustment.  A scale 
factor was determined from the Statistics Summary and applied to the network and re-adjusted until the Chi-
Square Test passed with a 95% confidence level.    
The final fully constrained adjustment was performed by holding to the published values for specific CORS 
Station antenna reference points (ARP). Orthometric heights (elevations) were calculated using the Geoid12A 
model. Adjusted orthometric heights on the NGS benchmarks were compared with their published NAVD88  

1 The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) coordinates two networks of continuously operating reference stations (CORS): the National CORS network and 
the Cooperative CORS network.  Each CORS site provides Global Positioning System (GPS) carrier phase and code range measurements in support of 3-
dimensional positioning activities throughout the United States and its territories. Surveyors, GIS/LIS professionals, engineers, scientists, and others can 
apply CORS data to position points at which GPS data have been collected. The CORS system enables positioning accuracies that approach a few 
centimeters relative to the National Spatial Reference System, both horizontally and vertically.  
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values as a quality control check. Additionally, all GPS files were submitted to the NGS Online Positioning User 
Service (OPUS) Program2 for an independent solution and comparisons made with the final adjustment results. 
 
The published horizontal datum for OPUS is based on the Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) 
which is NAD83 (2011) 2010.00 epoch. The vertical datum is North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) 
using Geoid 12A. 
 
GPS and RTK Survey Equipment 
The equipment used for the static GPS survey consisted of a Trimble Navigation’s dual-frequency R8 GNSS 
GPS receivers with an integrated GPS antenna and/or Trimble R7 GNSS with Zephyr Geodetic Antennas, also 
called the base station. A two-meter fixed height tripod was used to eliminate human error that could be 
introduced by miss-measurement of the GPS antenna heights. The GPS data was downloaded, processed and 
adjusted using Trimble Business Center Software. The Geoid12A model was used to determine the geoid 
separation and applied to the ellipsoid heights for elevation determination as specified in the scope. 
 
To perform the Real-time Kinematic (RTK) survey, a rover consisting of a Trimble Navigation’s dual-frequency 
R8 GNSS GPS receiver with an integrated GPS antenna and a Pacific Crest radio link was employed to transmit 
corrections to the rover from the base setup. A two-meter fixed height rod was used at the rover, except for 
shots taken at RSETS which required a modified adapter pole. The data was collected and stored on a Trimble 

TSC3 datalogger and downloaded using Trimble Business Center (TBC), version 3.2. 
 
For performing the conventional level loops, a Topcon Auto Level was used along with a Philadelphia Rod. 
Accuracies achieved with leveling were calculated to be better than Third Order. 

2  The National Geodetic Survey operates the On-line Positioning User Service (OPUS) as a means to provide GPS users easier access to the National 
Spatial Reference System (NSRS). OPUS allows users to submit their GPS data files to NGS, where the data will be processed to determine a position 
using NGS computers and software. Each data file that is submitted will be processed with respect to 3 CORS sites.  
 

FINAL NOTE 
Please be advised that the data which was collected during the survey of this project represents an epoch, a snapshot at 
the time that the survey was performed. Due to the effects of crustal motion, subsidence, upheaval, drought and other 
conditions which influence the physical position and stability of surface monuments, topographic features, and other 
structures within the Louisiana Coastal Zone, it is recommended that GPS monuments used for this project be re-
observed an reprocessed on future surveys using the same reference control, if possible, for the purpose of updating the 
three dimensional position of the reference monuments. 
 
The GPS/RTK Survey protocols performed in support of this project was in accordance with the Coastal Protection  & 
Restoration Authority of Louisiana requirements as described in “A Contractor’s Guide to the Standards of Practice 
Required by Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Coastal Restoration Division for Contractor’s Performing GPS 
Surveys and Establishing GPS Derived Orthometric Heights Within the Louisiana Coastal Zone Primary GPS Network” 
dated August 2013.  All Static GPS was adjusted using Trimble Business Center software to determine the final 
reference control monument positions. 
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#
CRMS0121

Station Name: 

N: 
E: 

CRMS0121 - E01
Location: Plaquemines Parish

   437270.78
  3761349.90

VICINITY MAP 

RSET Description: 9/16 '' Stainless steel rod driven to refusal within a 6'' PVC Sleeve.

Date of Survey: 05-02-2014

DEEP ROD RSET

NAD83 Datum LSZ (1702) Ft: 

Top of Rod
        1.47 feet (NAVD88) (Geoid 12A)

Adjusted Position Established John Chance Land Surveys, Inc. for  Coastal Protection & Restoration Authority of Louisiana

Reproduced from NAIP Louisiana 2013 1m Aerial Imagery

Top of Collar
        1.08 feet (NAVD88) (Geoid 12A) 

Elevation =

Elevation =

Position determined by using Real-time Kinematic (RTK) survey from Secondary GPS Monument: "CRMSBS SM 01"

1 inch = 3,000 feet

"

Lat: 
Long: 

29°41'37.25"N
89°49'11.53"W

NAD83 Geodetic Position: 

N: 
E: 

  3289076.59
   807734.75

UTM NAD83, Meters (Zone 15) Coordinates: 



=
CRMS0121

Station Name: 

Lat: 
Long: 

CRMS0121
Location: Plaquemines Parish

29°41'35.46"N
89°49'14.04"W

VICINITY MAP 

CR Gage Description: The gage is a continuous recorder type gage: YSI 6920 Sensor within a PVC pipe attached
to a 4X4 treated post with data collector box and a Reference Nail or Screw driven horizontally.
Date of Survey: 05-02-2014

CONTINUOUS RECORDER
NAD83 Geodetic Position: 

NAD83 Datum LSZ (1702) Ft: 

E: 
N:     437087.24

  3761131.66

Reproduced from NAIP Louisiana 2013 1m Aerial Imagery

Top of 4x4 Cont. Recorder Post
Elevation =          8.28 feet (NAVD88) (Geoid 12A)
Nail at Cont. Recorder Post
Elevation =          4.68 feet (NAVD88) (Geoid 12A)

Position determined by using Real-time Kinematic (RTK) survey from Secondary GPS Monument: "CRMSBS SM 01"
Adjusted Position Established John Chance Land Surveys, Inc. for  Coastal Protection & Restoration Authority of Louisiana

1 inch = 3,000 feet

UTM NAD83, Meters (Zone 15) Coordinates: 
  3289019.66
   807668.99

"
 - CR - H01

N:  
E: 



=
CRMS0121

Station Name: 

Lat: 
Long: 

CRMS0121
Location: Plaquemines Parish

29°41'35.49"N
89°49'14.03"W

VICINITY MAP 

Staff Gage Description: The gage is a ceramic coated staff gage face plate attached to a 4 x 4 treated wood post
with a reference nail driven horizontally.

 Date of Survey: 05-02-2014

STAFF GAGE
NAD83 Geodetic Position: 

NAD83 Datum LSZ (1702) Ft: 

E= 
N=    437090.56

  3761132.42

Top of 4x4 Staff Post
Elevation =          7.86 feet (NAVD88) (Geoid12A)

Reproduced from NAIP Louisiana 2013 1m Aerial Imagery

Nail at Staff Post
Elevation =          2.13 feet (NAVD88) (Geoid12A)

Position determined by using Real-time Kinematic (RTK) survey from Secondary GPS Monument: "CRMSBS SM 01"
Adjusted Position Established John Chance Land Surveys, Inc. for  Coastal Protection & Restoration Authority of Louisiana

Gage Correction Factor:        -0.52

1 inch = 3,000 feet

"

N: 
E: 

  3289020.67
   807669.20

UTM NAD83, Meters (Zone 15) Coordinates: 

 - SG - H01



CRMS0121_DIGITAL_FIELDNOTES_FINAL.xlsm RTK 11/13/2014

Survey Crew:  Julian Day:

CRMS 121  Date:

1.23 Feet @

Point No. Ant Hgt Tape Meas. NAVD88 Rmks.

0121-1 3.00 1.083 RSET Collar (E01)
0.39 1.47 CalcTop RSET

0121-2 2.60 8.29 H01-TOP

0121-3 2.60 7.85 SG-TOP

0121-4 6.56 0.62 W.S.
0121-5 3.00 1.068 RSET Collar (E01)

1.076 Calc.Avg.

Continuous Recorder (H01) Measurements
3.60 4.69
7.56 0.73

Staff Gage (SG) Measurements
5.38 2.47
5.73 2.12  

7.14 0.71  

 

12:07:00 PM

Average RTK Elev. on RSET Collar = 

RTK Survey
R.McKiever,G.Spiller,J.Auzenne

122
5/2/2014

RTK Base Station at: CRMSBS SM 01
Staff Gage Reading: 

Measure to Top of RSET = 

Top of Post to Nail Shank =

Top of Post to 3 ft Mark =
Top of Post to Nail Shank =

Top of Post to Water Surface =

Top of Post to Water Surface =



CRMS0121_DIGITAL_FIELDNOTES_FINAL.xlsm LEVELS 11/13/2014

Survey Crew:  Julian Day:

CRMS 121  Date:

Point # + H.I. - Elev. Rmks.

Avg.RTK 4.32 1.076 RSET Collar (E01)
5.40

3.93 1.47 Top RSET
0121-2 (2.88) 8.28 H01-TOP

0.72 4.68 H01-Nail Shank

0121-3 (2.46) 7.86 SG-TOP
3.27 2.13 SG-Nail Shank

0121-4 4.65 0.75 W.S.
  

3.27 2.13 SG-Nail Shank

T.P. 2.84
4.97

3.89 1.076 Found
1.076 Given
0. 000 Error

1.28 Feet @
  

 

 

122

5/2/2014R.McKiever,G.Spiller,J.Auzenne

Vertical Datum NAVD88 (Geoid12A)

 Differential Levels

Staff Gage Reading: 12:38:00 PM



CRMS0121_DIGITAL_FIELDNOTES_FINAL.xlsm 11/13/2014

CRMS 121  - Continuous Recorder and Staff Gauge Survey Data Sheet

Top of Recorder 
Support Pole 

(4x4 Post, Cap of 
Pipe, etc.) 

Top of Support 
Pole to Nail or 

Top of 1/4" 
Hole

Nail or Hole 
Elevation 

Top of Recorder 
Support Pole to 

Top of Water 
Distance

Water Elevation 

 (NAVD88)  (Ft.)  (NAVD88) (Ft.)  (NAVD88)
121 5/2/2014 12:07 PM 8.28 4.68 0.75

3.60 7.53

3.60 7.56

0.00 -0.03

Existing Staff 
Gauge Reading 
(Upon Arrival)

Top of Support 
Pole to Nail or 

Top of 1/4" 
Hole

Nail or Hole 
Elevation 

Top of Staff 
Gauge Support 

Pole

Top of Staff 
Gauge Support 
Pole to Top of 

Water Distance

Water 
Elevation

Staff Gauge 
Reading (After 
Establishment 
or Adjustment)

Computed 
Difference 

(Water 
Elevation vs. 
Staff Gauge)

Top of 
Support 

Pole to 3' 
Mark

Elevation 
at 3' Mark

Gage 
Correction 

Factor

Old Datum  (Ft.)  (NAVD88)  (NAVD88)  (Ft.)  (NAVD88)  (NAVD88)  (Ft.)  (Ft.)  (NAVD88)  (Ft.)
121 5/2/2014 12:07 PM 1.23 2.13 7.86 0.75 NA -0.48 5.38 2.48 -0.52

5.73 7.11

5.73 7.14

0.00 -0.03

Elevation at 
Top of ROD 

SET

Top of Rod Set to 
Top of Collar

Elevation of 
Rod Set Collar 

at Point #1

Elevation at 
Top of Marsh 

Well Post

Top of Post to 
Nail 

Marsh Well 
Elevation at TBM 

Nail

 (NAVD88)  (Ft.)  (NAVD88)  (NAVD88)  (Ft.)  (NAVD88)
121 5/2/2014 1.47 1.08 NA NA NA

0.39

0.39

0.00

Calculated Differences (Leveling) =

Tape Measurements =

Differences =

Continuous Recorder Gauge (H01)

CRMS Station Date Time

Rod Sets (E01) & Marsh Wells (W01)

CRMS Station

CRMS Station Date Time

Date

Calculated Differences (Leveling) =

Tape Measurements =

Differences =

Calculated Differences (Leveling) =

Tape Measurements =

Differences =

Staff Gauge (H01)



CRMSBS SM 01

Station Name: 

Lat: 
Lon g : 

"CRMSBS SM 01"
Location: Mon um e n t is locate d approxim ate ly  7.5 m ile s n orth of Poin te  a la Hache , Louisian a, alon g  the  n orthe rly  shore  of  a
lak e  n orth of Lak e  Batola an d e ast of Bay ou Batola in  Plaque m in e s Parish, Louisian a.

29°41'31.54396"N
89°48'31.37904"W

VICINITY MAP 

Monument Description: Mon um e n t is a 9/16ste e l rod drive n  to 40 fe e t to re fusal w ithin  a 6” PV C sle e ve  se t in  con cre te  w ith
prote ctive  m e tal acce sscove r stam pe d 'CR MSBS SM 01'

Stamping: CR MSBS SM 01

Installation Date:         2006 Date of Survey: 1-May -14
Monument Established By: Hy dro Con sultan ts

NAD83 (2011) Epoch 2010.00 Geodetic Position

NAD83 (2011) Epoch 2010.00 Datum LSZ (1702) Ft

E= 
N= 436,741.83

3,764,898.73
Adjusted NAVD88 Height
Ele vation  =          1.59 fe e t (        0.484 m trs) 

Ellipsoid Height (2011) = 
Geoid12A Height = 

     -24.672 mtrs.
     -25.156 mtrs.

Adjusted Position Established John Chance Land Surveys, Inc. for the Coastal Protection & Restoration Authority of Louisiana

R e produce d from  NAIP Louisian a 2013 1m  Ae rial Im ag e ry1 in ch = 3,000 fe e t

"

FOR REFERENCE ONLY
LCZ Adjusted NAVD88 Height

        N/A
         2.06 feet ( Elevation (Geoid03)=        0.628 mtrs)

Elevation (Geoid09)=

Elevation (Geoid99)=         N/A
Ellipsoid Height =      N/A

Ellipsoid Height =    N/A
Ellipsoid Height =    N/A
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